ART

Creates a stunning visual experience in your park or playground.

Modern art styling that inspires young imaginations and sparks creative play.

SCIENCE

Research-based design that promotes longer periods of activity and enhances cognitive development.

Varied levels of challenges provide benefits along the developmental continuum.

123
START

with one of
our designs...

WARNING: Installation over hard surface such as concrete, asphalt, or packed earth may result in serious injury from falls.
WARNING: Installation over a hard surface such as concrete, asphalt, or packed earth may result in serious injury from falls.

IONSIX BLOX allow you to combine additional play activities with one of our designs to build your own work of art.

Combine climbing walls, towers and net structures to maximize play value and appeal to a wide range of play styles.

Explore all of our IONSIX BLOX options at gametime.com/blox
ShadowPlay® panels capture the sun’s light and disperses it onto the surface below in a vibrant array of shadows. As the sun changes position throughout the day, so do the shadows along the ground. It’s a great way to teach children about the relationship between the earth and the sun, the principles of light and shadow, or just dance and play in the colorful hues.

Create a PLAYFUL ART Installation in your Park

Every IONIX play sculpture is a modern, futuristic work of art that captures the eye and inspires the imagination.
EXPAND CREATIVITY & ADD MORE PLAY VALUE WITH IONiX & PowerScape 3D

IONiX play sculptures are a great way to extend the play value of PowerScape 3D play systems. Both offer ShadowPlay® Roofs to inspire imaginations and infuse the play surface with color. The organic shapes, punched steel and plastic designs, and consistent color palettes complement one another perfectly. Transform your park or playground into a modern art installation with IONiX and PowerScape 3D.

INSPIRE YOUR INNER ARTIST

Choose from any of our metal and plastic colors to create an IONiX play sculpture as unique as your own imagination.

Plastic Color Options

Polyethylene (HDPE) Color Options

Metal Color Options

The rainbow colors in the ShadowPlay® roof panels are standard.